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Status of the Draft

- draft-ietf-p2psip-sip-08 update Dec. ‘12
  - All issues from IETF 85 worked in
  - Review by Marc pointed to additional issues

- draft-ietf-p2psip-sip-09 update Feb. ‘13
  - Fixed open issues
  - Currently all seems set??
Changes in Version -08

Clarified two types of use cases:

1. Highly regulated environment of a "single provider“ (AORs bound to provider names)
2. Multi-party infrastructure (liberal permission to use AORs)

⇒ Make AOR style configurable in the Overlay Configuration Document
Changes in Version -08 (2)

- Specified syntax for contact_prefs
  - Media feature set syntax of [RFC2533]
- Clarified routing to AORs
  - Now compliant with domain support in overlay
- Extended security section
  - Added text on misuse of AORs
- Added IANA code points
  - SIP-REGISTRATION Kind ID = 1
- Appendix on Third Party Registration
  - Outlook on how to do with ShaRe
Issues Fixed in Version -09

Use of SIPS was missing
  o Included SIPS and use of port 5061 in the application field
Configuration document extensions undefined
  o Now specified as Posix regular expressions
IANA registration missing for config XML namespace
  o Added request for
Anything else missing?

Ready for WGLC?